
10 FORM 

   

I.Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits each line. 

 
1. There has still been no official ….. of the report.                                                   CONFIRM 

2. In our …we believed everything we were told.                                                      INNOCENT 

3. The new medicine was reported to be undergoing clinical ….   .                           TRYING 

4. Many Christmas traditions ….  in Germany.                                                           ORIGIN 

5. One of the main beliefs of the Christian religion is the … of Jesus Christ 

    after his death on the cross.                                                                                      RESURRECT 

6. Thousands of people …. for political crimes in Russia in the 30s.                         EXECUTION 

7. The government issued an official … of the mentioned earlier fact.                       DENY 

8. Police are trying to contact the family of the … man.                                              DIE 

9. She sat quietly, … on the day’s events.                                                                    MEDITATION 

10. His tone grew more … .                                                                                          MENACE                                             

 

 

II. Fill in the gaps with the right item. 
 

Far eastern religions are not so well known in the western world. Confucianism was usually regarded 

as an official (1) …. of China until the revolution of 1911. It (2) … in China 2400 years ago. (3) … of 

being forgotten it still has a lot of (4) … nowadays. It’s (5) … was Kung-Fu-tse, a Chinese man. His 

teachings (6) … on the idea that happiness comes from the  relationship between people. He also (7) 

… the worship of the ancestors from all the people to keep the old days unchanged. He believed that 

every man (8) … the goodness and could preserve it by living in harmony with the world. Confucius 

didn’t (9) … himself a god but many of his principles are considered (10) … Golden Rules by many 

people. 

 

1. a) feast             b) religion       c) holiday 

2. a) originated     b) spread        c) rose 

3. a) despite          b) even           c ) in spite 

4. a) disciples        b) believers    c) followers 

5. a)founder           b) seeker        c ) executor 

6. a) are revealed   b) are based    c) are confirmed 

7. a) required         b) claimed       c) demanded 

8. a) deserved        b) required       c) looked for 

9. a) deny               b) reveal          c) claim 

10. a) sacred           b) dead           c) original 

 

III.GIVE ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS                                       II.GIVE  SYNONYMS. 

 

1.Выдать чей-либо секрет                                                               1. threat 

2. Подтвердить чьи-либо страхи                                                    2. to continue 

3. Заслуживать чьего-либо внимания                                            3. to look for 

4. Предстать перед судом                                                                4. a test 

5. Заявить о правах на трон                                                            5. to create a work of art 

6. Благоговеть, трепетать                                                                6. a big meal 

7. Нельзя не отрицать, что                                                              7. to show respect and love for god 

8. Приговорить к 3 годам тюрьмы                                                 8. to resurrect 

9. Устрашающая сила                                                                      9. to start, to begin 

10. Рассматривать как предательство                                           10. hard, difficult 


